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Catch up on ADFA Open Day
Hi Brett,

If you or your students missed the Australian Defence Force Academy’s (ADFA) Virtual or campus
Open Day, there’s no need to worry – we’ve put the highlights on ADFA On Demand. Learn how your
students can get a fully funded world class degree from UNSW, earn a salary while they study and
graduate with a guaranteed career, all while receiving cutting edge military leadership training.

 

 

If you have students that decide that ADFA is right for them,
they’ll need to begin their application soon, starting with a
Defence Force application, before they submit their university
preferences.

Read more about applying on the ADFA FAQs, call 13 19 01 or
find a local ADF Careers Centre.

 

 

Have a student that's ready to start their application? Apply on
the ADFA candidate hub or call 13 19 01. 
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Are your students interested in a Defence Force career, but not sure exactly what? They can
explore over fifty career pathways available through ADFA, including priority roles such as:

Electronics Engineer

Tackle highly varied
engineering challenges

on base and at sea,
maintaining radar, sonar,

communication and
navigation systems,

combat management
systems and more.

Army Officer

Join the next generation
of leaders as an Army
Officer. Your students
can unlock their full

leadership potential with
world-class training and

take on a meaningful
career that makes a real

difference in one of
thirteen exciting
specialisations.

Mission Crew

Work on board a range of
military aircraft and
operate some of the

world's most
sophisticated airborne

electronic systems,
working in surveillance

and battle management,
air combat or maritime
patrol and response.

 

    

The purpose of this email is to present possible ADF careers to candidates and as such the information in this email may not necessarily reflect
your current job preference or status in the recruitment process. If you have any questions please contact Defence Force Recruiting to discuss. If

you no longer wish to receive these emails, click here to unsubscribe.
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